OVERVIEW

Perfection is Standard
The proper care of stainless steel
Spray stainless steel cleaner onto the surface generously (spray distance 4 in.) and wipe
clean with a dry MWE microfiber cloth.
Repeat the process if streaking occurs.
The MWE stainless steel cleaner prevents stubborn dirt.
To clean small surfaces, spray the stainless steel cleaner directly onto the MWE microfiber
cloth to protect surroundings from being effected by the mist of the spray.

Proper care of polished stainless steel
Stainless steel surfaces can be cleaned with all non-abrasive cleaners. The most gentle
detergent is water.
Prior to any further treatment, the stainless steel parts should always be rinsed with plenty
of water to remove dust, sand and other particles that would scratch the surface during
polishing.
Water with the addition of a commercially available dishwashing detergent, or first undiluted
dish-washing detergent and then plenty of water, normally eliminates any soiling.
For heavy soiling we recommend standard polishing pastes.

NOT SUITABLE FOR CLEANING
-Any mechanical cleaning devices such as scrapers, wire brushes and steel wool
-Any type of abrasives or harsh chemicals
-Chrome, silver and brass cleaning products
-Furniture polish other products specified for ”shining a surface” (a wax film forms)

Do not use on polished surfaces

Sales Tools

K.9000

Color Sample Pallate Piece Price: $470,00

EP.9112
EP.9111
EP.9110

Micro-fiber cloth (set of 10)
Micro-fiber cloth (set of 5)
Micro-fiber cloth 1 Per Piece

$46.00
$25.00
$8.00

Do not use on polished surfaces
From The Left: PVD Gold geschliffen - PVD Gold poliert - PVD Kupfer geschliffen - PVD
Kupfer poliert - PVD Carbon geschliffen - PVD Carbon poliert - PVD Titan geschliffen - PVD
Titan poliert - Edelstahl geschliffen - Edelstahl poliert - Pulverbeschichtet weiß RAL 9010
matt - Pulverbeschichtet weiß RAL 9010 glänzend - Pulverbeschichtet schwarz RAL 9005
matt - Pulverbeschichtet schwarz RAL 9005 glänzend - Pulverbeschichtet schwarz RAL
9005 matt Feinstruktur - Rostoptik - PVD Messing geschliffen - PVD Messing poliert Brüniert

EP.9120

Scotch Brite® Buffing pad
Attention: Apply only in a smooth
motion in one direction
Hand or molded block available

$43.00

